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The authors present the application of the “Spider”-DMA to ambient measurements,
demonstrating that despite the lower resolution compared to typical SMPS/DMPS systems,
the characteristics of the size-distribution can be retrieved with high accuracy making the
“Spider”-DMA a suitable instrument for lightweight particle size-distribution
measurements. The article is written in a concise style, the presented Figures are of high
quality and the conclusions are scientifically sound. The topic is certainly of interest for the
community, as the interest in e.g. unmanned aerial vehicle measurements is increasing
due to the usage of drones, where this device could come in handy. I can recommend
publication in Atmos. Meas. Techn. subject to some minor revisions:

2, l.26-28: Doesn’t this also come with the benefit of requiring smaller sheath-flow
supplies?
3, l.80: Standard SMPS systems often use particle counters with 1 lpm flow rate. This
would increase the counting statistics compared to the spider DMA. Does the reduced
resolution still outweigh the benefit of an increased sample flow in terms of counting
statistics?
3, l.84: Why is a different sampling rate used for the LDMA system and the Spider
system?
4, l.90: Please be more specific on the inversion algorithm. Tikhonov regularization?
What was the choice for regularization parameter? Was the same method applied to the
LDMA?
5, l.117: Please be more specific where this difference comes from. What’s the
difference between downscan and upscan voltage operating mode which explains these
discrepancies? Figure 4 also shows that there are slight changes in the inverted
distribution. Is this happening repeatedly? And if one scan gives more precise results,
why using an up- and downscan procedure instead of one direction only?
6, l.129: It would be very helpful to see the same for the LDMA in order to demonstrate
the higher counting statistics provided by the spider DMA. What is the advantage we
gain in “counts” compared to the other device?
Figure 5: Compared to the LDMA there seem to be some spikes in the reconstructed



total number in the Spider DMA which do not appear in the LDMA? On the contrary, the
contour plot clearly shows more scatter for the inverted LDMA size-distribution. Is this
caused by the lower counting statistics (see previous comment) or by a different
inversion algorithm (requiring less smoothing)?
Figure 6: Similar to the above comment, the spider size-distribution looks extremely
“smooth” here. What is causing this?
11, l.185: Are the GMD and total number the only key characteristics of a size-
distribution? I would be a bit more defensive with that statement.
11, l.185: Related to the fact that lower resolution is perfectly suitable in reconstructing
aerosol formation and growth rates there is a recent paper in Atmos. Chem. Phys.
Discuss. by Ozon et al. (https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-2021-99), showing that a wider
resolution can indeed help to reconstruct aerosol dynamics process rates. Even if it is at
preprint stage, it could be mentioned here as it is making a similar case that size-
distribution reconstruction in ambient or chamber experiments does not necessarily
require high resolution.
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